**Volume 30 - Number 17**

**Our Thirtieth Season**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Watts</th>
<th>A.M. E.S.T.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 28</td>
<td>1 Z D</td>
<td>Tarangua, New Zealand</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>5:00 - 5:07 N3DXRL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 29</td>
<td>C K O V</td>
<td>Kelowna, British Columbia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2:10 - 3:30 N3NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 30</td>
<td>T F O</td>
<td>Longview, Texas</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 5:00 N R G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 6</td>
<td>C B A</td>
<td>Sackville, New Brunswick</td>
<td>50,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:55 N3NC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 7</td>
<td>W M H I</td>
<td>Bradiorch Heights, Maryland</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4:45 - 5:00 N R G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 13</td>
<td>4 K DB M</td>
<td>Dillon, Montana</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2:30 - 3:00 N3WA-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 14</td>
<td>4 C H R C</td>
<td>Kingston, Ontario</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3:00 - 3:30 N3RC/DXCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 15</td>
<td>4 K R E H</td>
<td>Oakdale, Louisiana</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>6:00 - 6:15 P/G-SC-NRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 16</td>
<td>1 K S Y X</td>
<td>Santa Rosa, New Mexico</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 3:30 N3WA-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 17</td>
<td>1 K B A M</td>
<td>Longview, Washingon</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>3:01 - 4:00 T3ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 18</td>
<td>11 C B I</td>
<td>Sydney, Nova Scotia</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>4:15 - 5:15 NRC/DXCC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 19</td>
<td>11 W N O H</td>
<td>Raleigh, North Carolina</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>4:30 - 5:00 N3RC-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 20</td>
<td>14 W B G R</td>
<td>Jesup, Georgia</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>1:45 - 2:45 N3RC-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 21</td>
<td>18 W P T W</td>
<td>Piqua, Ohio</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3:30 - 4:00 T3ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 22</td>
<td>18 C B N</td>
<td>St. Johns, Newfoundland</td>
<td>10,600</td>
<td>4:00 - 5:00 N3RC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 23</td>
<td>25 W P C O</td>
<td>Mount Vernon, Indiana</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:30 T3ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 24</td>
<td>25 W A U X</td>
<td>Waukesha, Wisconsin</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>4:00 - 4:30 T3ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 25</td>
<td>25 W L U V</td>
<td>Loves Park, Illinois</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>4:30 - 5:00 T3ST</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 1</td>
<td>11 W K N X</td>
<td>Saginaw, Michigan</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>3:00 - 4:00 N3RC-test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mr. James R. Curtis writes to say his station will be happy to put on another big two hour NRC DX on Monday 1/29, from 2 to 4 a.m., C.S.T. The channel figures to be clear until 4:30 when WIVV signs on, and at 4:45 when WMHI does likewise. They will try for phone calls, as last winter. We can look for band music, some tone and code, and Mr. Frank More, who did the NRC Show last year, will be back for a repeat performance. Though directional, KFRO should get out well, having this clear channel, and we hope even if you have heard KFRO thay you'll still listen & report! **NORMAN PILLBSEY**

**NOTES**

The 1ZD-1000 seven-minute DX will feature greetings to NRC members from the ND4XRL annual Convention. While it may be difficult for all to hear, they may hit the WC!

G8L-1140 had a power failure on 1/7 and they have asked our forgiveness and have reset the date for February 11th, as noted above. This will be a LIVE show!

Mr. Pryor E. Neander Jr., of WMHI, writes to ask for our NRC slips to send to non-members they hear from time to time. Now DXes EVERY MONDAY, 4:45-5, no 4-5am!

**HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE**

- **W A A X** Dallas, North Carolina - FCC
- **W L O W** Aiken, South Carolina - FCC
- **W A Q E** New 5,000 D-3 - FCC
- **W A C** Dallas, North Carolina - FCC
- **W A T** Waco, Texas - FCC
- **W A U X** Waukesha, Wisconsin - FCC
- **W S J R** Madison, Maine - FCC

**NOW ON WITH NEW LOCATION OR ANGELNA**

- 1230-KBLO
- 1340-KFRK, KRRR
- 1400-K2CM
- 1490-KFRK, K2TM
- 1450-KWQ
- 1400-K2TMC
- **NOW ON WITH NEW LOCATION OR ANGELNA**

"AN" SITUATION - 1580 - KBGO, Waco, Texas, now s/off 2:45 a.m., so off AN.

**ARE YOU PLANNING TO ATTEND THE BIG DENVER CONVENTION? PLEASE DO - IT'LL BE B-I-O-!**
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Musings of the Members

Donald R. Erickson - 24360 Ncady St. - Surryrnade, California


Verities, KSL-1150 v/q four months, KFB v/q survey, KFOX v/l & EM, KFI KTAR. 73.

John D. Hathaway - 4701 South Milam - Amarillo, Texas

Missed out on DX during the holiday period due to trip back home to Illinois, 1/2- VOA-1040 11:30pm; VOA-1180 11:41. 1/3- KMM-920 12:59am; KAHK-920 12:59. 1/4- KXMM-1230 1:16am; KFMF-1400 1:26. 1/5- KMMN-950 1:20; KRLD-1080 1:43; KEXO-1120 1:44; WAII- 1200 1:55; KGHS-1380 2:30; KOMA-1520 2:54; KXEL-1540 2:55; KEKC-1490 3:12; WACO-1460 3:16; KRIC-1450 5:21; WMM-1420 5:28; WDEP-1370 5:37; KLAK-1500 6:12; KICA-980 6:48am. 1/6- KATZ-1300 1:16; KGOO-600 2:35; WCES-880 3:09; WSPD-1370 3:46; WMEU-1470 3:55; KEXK-1590 4:00; KEEO-1440 4:10; "XWY-1270 4:17; "DDY-1130 4:29. I don't think I've even heard Canadian this season & I'm sure none that I have verified so far I'll be up in the morning looking for all those Canadian stations. Hope DX are good from the N. I'd like to get WMHI too, as they didn't verify last time as my report was evidently considered too skimpy. Glad to see that Halpne is feeling well enough to submit reports again. Best 73 & DX.

Hank Wilkinson Jr. - 6620 Beeman Avenue - North Hollywood, California

The NRC DX News Musings Section helped me to sell my Hallicrafters S-76. Frank William, of Lynnwood, Cal. made final arrangements on Sunday 12/8. Frank, I hope this receiver gives you as much enjoyment & pleasureDX as it gave me. Received two fine varies this past week, namely HJBI-840 & HOS3-1295. This HJBI has been a hard one to verify - I don't know why - but I sent him a long reception report dated 12/21 & received a fine v/1 & pennant on 1/2. Logged HOS3-1295 on 12/3 & received a fine v/1 on 1/2. V/s & QRA's for each have been sent to the International DX Digest. Finally logged two new Hawaiians on morning of 12/31. KTRG-990 heard with KFBW still pounding away. KTHL-1090, still on after 4:30. Has many commercials. KTRG goes off at 4:00. The Puerto Rican DX was not heard here. Was he on? The CPC doing another fine job this DX season. Will certainly be trying for WENB, Virgin Islands, & several of those far-Eastern Maritime Province stations. I would like to hear from anyone who has any ideas to make the Trade Ratings more attractive & meaningful to NRC members. All letters will be read, digested & answered. By the way, some of you "Old Timers" haven't submitted your latest up-date-to-date lists. You've earned the right for some praise so let me have the information. Lots of good DX & good health to all.

Larry Cowles - 5910 Morning Glory Lane - Pleasure Ridge Park, Kentucky

First I want to thank the members who sent me welcome notes. I enjoy hearing from you very much. I did quite a bit of DXing during the Christmas holidays. I guess I'll start with 12/0. WCPM-1280 f/c @ 2am. WMBT-1330 f/c @ 1:15. 12/21- WJAS-1520 12:58 am. 12/24- CVKL-860 @ 3pm. WHAB-1260 @ 3:59, TT. WCH-1210 1:40. WBB-1030 4:15pm. 12/26- WBBM-1230 @ 5am. CMGA-730 @ 7:11pm. WABC-1270 12:28 - WAII-1270 11pm. With heavy WBBM interference. 12/28- WABC-1270 2:15am TT, WBC-980 1am. 12/29- WJAR-930 @ 5:17am, WACT-1420 @ 5am s/on. CKY-550 @ 4:35. 12/30- WFAPA-970 @ 5:35. WCOF- 650 @ 6:30. WBBM-1232 7:00 s/on. 12/31- WGG-1440 @ 5:30pm, Radio Americas-1160 4:54am. Verries in from CFOR WCPM WPDQ WHEE KLEL WHEE WJAS WCOA WNWX KEO & WYIZ after five months. I still have WLOO surveys. So far this year '63 I haven't DXed. I have one resolution to verify 200 stations this year. Wonder if I can do it? I've noticed lately that most of my new stations are from the W. I never seem to get a station from the W. Oh well, that's all for this time. 73s & good DX to all.
Bill Stone - 51 Albert Street - Box 543 - Steu11ville, Ontario

Member asking, XNWA has an attractive QSL card, address letter to Sr. Jose Gonzalez Cordova, XMT, San Luis Potosi, SLF, Mexico in EE. EV Johnson & I correspond with him regularly. XNWA verifies 100%, he has said most reports are good, some no good. Will verify only a true report - questionable type, Slot 13 - the waste basket. 1/5, 1370, does anyone know who second station using F/C-T1 2:00am was? I think he said WKOY, Caro, Mich, gave plenty of IDs, but station using TT (WWTN Benington, VT.) & WSPD covering. Gave good ID 2/14 & at 3:00. WBN also announcing as F/C. Now if you boys want a mystery, tune 73.0 kc/s, Who is that playing Indian-type mix? Be careful - one ID is not enough. I have six different ones now. Mix resembles same as heard on 882-Lima. Covers CKB, three announcers on program; first & third talk slowly & distinctly, "Radio Villarrah in Columbia," Second announcer gives most if IDs & his speech very fast. Lastly, KXEL - is anyone else having trouble with him? On WFEF DX his frequency was 1534-1555 kc/s. & since then, this seek, not steadily, has been giving heavy sideband to 1550. Exception, 1/3 when KDA2, Arvada, Col. came through him easily 1/30-4:59. WABY changed sky hook 4:59, jumping from 9-3 to 9-9 plus. Won't be surprised if CBE puts in a complaint.

Mike King - North Eastham, Massachusetts

I guess it's time this member sent in a report. Quite a lot to report, so I'll get right down to it. 12/7- WKID-1580 in @ 1:30 with F/C. 12/10- KFAB-1110 @ 3:26am; KORL 650 = 3:47, WXYJ-1340 DX in at 4:08am. 12/24- WMEP-830 in @ 12:08am, KFBA-1440 @ 1:31am with F/C. KBQP-770 @ 1:42; WMLC-1510 @ 1:54, KECM-1270 @ 2:11am. 1/7- WVEA-860 at 12:52am with ET, WSN-910 @ 1:24, WKBK-1410 @ 2:11, KXLY-920 in @ 2:37, CJIT-1420 DX in @ 3am, KBNP-950 DX in 3:31, KOMO-1000 in @ 4am, KGB-1020 @ 4:30, WNH-1370 @ 4:32 with their weekly DX report & should I say, ID show, Veries in are WHAT WAGY KEZU WRYM KORL WXYJ v/1s, KNBR KFAB WNLC WFBM v/ce with WFBM's a Club card, also KFDU, Club card. About 50 reports are still out.

Sven Wors - Route 1 - Brattleford, Massachusetts

1/2- Verie "La Voz de la Sabana" 1553 for 12/17 report. I sent report recorded air mail & to "Director" - full details in International DX Digest. No call mentioned in verie. Also CHOW & WMLH whose CE seemed very interested in DX. 1/6- Radio Cristal-870 Guayaquil Ecuador AN show copied 4:18-5am. ZBF1 & CHNS both off this AM. Verie, TMAY, 12/7- CFMB-1410 Montreal under WQOP 12:41-1:0am r/o. Polish on 1502 copied 1:05-1:59 fadeout, ORM by weaker one in German. TA over KOMA-1560 @ 2:01 but faded fast, Slavic language, Czech. KTOB-1420 AN with good cw mx. Another Radio Tricolor on 1200, AN. CJIT-1420 DX over KTOE, 3:10. WQCS-1380 ET 3:25. CHLU-660 DX 3:58. CFMB-960 DX 3:40. WJCO-1510 Jackson, Mich. 4:04-4:15 mx & OC. Verie, WGMN, 1/9- WBM-1550 Utica ID 1:05 with OC following. Verie, "CBS.

Ed Drummond - 14 Dalia Road - Wethersfield 9, Connecticut

First off, I see many are putting WRYM-340 as Newington, Conn. for its QTH. It is owned by a company from Newington but is from New Britain, Conn. Studios are in West Hartford, Conn. They also operate WNLS-TV from West Hartford. Congratulations to Larry Godwin. Only new verie is in from WSAO on a test. Now for my new ones, hope I don't overlap: 12/30- WBM-1420 logged daytime. 12/31- XETR-690, KOIL-1290 KYK-1320 & early got WKL-1450. Does anyone happen to know WKL's s/o? Also on 12/31 logged WJOY-1230, Joy Radio. Still no WMR or Jones Log at this QTH. Hope 1963 is DX-filled.

Bill Wilson - 1126 Alameda de las Pulgas - San Mateo, California

Things were really hopping here on 12/31 when 12 new stations & two new states came in. #1 Hawaiian was KNDL-1270 @ 3:10-3:40 & again 3:55-4:05 s/off with SSD. Program was a request show. ID as Kandy Radio. KQMS-1400 was AN, logged @ 3:40-3:55. Will try to find out if AN will be continued. KLAS-1230 4:30 under KDOT; WACT-1420 5:03-5:20 Gospel mx, #1 from Alabama; WGBA-1270 with "Early Bird Show" 5:24-5:40; KHOW-630 7-25-7:30, then drowned out by KFI test. KHWO-1070 7:00 ID, ten covered up by "KOW". CEM-990 7:32-7:38; "KMM-1210 8:00-8:03; KVEL-1250 @ 15-15:30 with KWWX under for a minute @ 15:27; KJJU-1420 s/off @ 8:30. In addition to seven of these new stations, reports have been sent out to KLAK-1600 KC1S-600 WKOY-1070. Veries are in from KONJ & CJOC by v/1, KEOS & KPFI v/1. KPTL verie said that at the time I heard them, 3:05pm, they were using 560watts, directions E/N. Rest of DX.

DENVER IS CALLING TO ALL M.R.C. MEMBERS TO BE THERE FOR OUR REGULAR ANNUAL CONVENTION! A GREAT TIME IS PLANNED FOR ALL, AND THE ADVANCE INFO HAS IT THAT THIS ONE WILL BE THE RECORD-BREAKER FOR ATTENDANCE. MAKE YOUR PLANS WAY AHEAD SO YOU'LL BE SURE TO ATTEND!
Dallas John - 332 South Stewart - Lombard, Illinois

1/3- WACT-1420 on 6pm s/off for log & report. Tried 1470 under WWB & got WBIG after a while, at 6:05pm on RS. 1/5- WAYS-1570 at 6pm s/off. KAMD-910 at 6:30pm on RS, then WGOO broke it up. KFYR was noted on top of 650; unusual. Tried the grayarders a little: KNS-1230 @ 8:57pm on RS for a surprise, with basketball game. 1/6- Took log on KEOS-1340 coming in well in WJOL's null. Another 1470, CHOW, @ 8:33pm on RS under WMBD of course. 1/7- KTOR resumed AS sked, so CJMT just barely logged on DX sked. CHLO-680 was in fine, bothered by KNBR at times. KSEW-1150 had great signals on r/c from 3:16 to 3:29 w/1kw. Then something unexpected, KNBR with great signal on DX! They rolled in at 3:30. However, CBH-1140 wasn't heard, since there was a strong SS, probably WITA, on the frequency & nothing could be heard behind them. WMAI-1380 was on most of the morning with an ET, s/off @ 3:47 with SSB. WBNX announced test at 3:50 in SS. WJAB-1440 s/on at 4 with strong signals so maybe heard out West. WEAN-790 s/on at 5 for only my second R.I. Tape of 1340 in WJOL's null for an hour revealed WEAV s/on @ 5:26, WIZE on RS (maybe s/on 5:30) & possible KOCY & WTRG, & the lot of them were bothered by Milwaukee's AN pest, WERIT. I also heard a call which sounded exactly like WKAD but can't find anything similar. Varieties are KEWB-910 JGK-1360 WYIP-970 WFIL-560 KFAL-990 CKGW-1220 WHVR-1380 KEMQ-1510 WPTX-920 KDAR-1600 KZEE-1220 KBK-1430 & WMSF-1090. CKGW sent a v/l saying their QSL was at the printer, & I got it the next day. Forgot WSAH-1360, a nice QSL. 73.

Ernest J. Wescrowski - 1410 Pasadena Avenue - Omaha, Nebraska

It's 8° snow & blowing snow & heavy QRM. Totals are now 958/488 making 48.2% verified. Latest DX'is: 1/6- Umm KATZ-1600 St. Louis ET @ 1:15; KARK-920 Little Rock, Ark. ET @ 1:30; WUPS-1330 Evansville, Ind. s/off @ 2:02; KGFL-1430 Roswell, N.M. r/c @ 2:10. 1/7- KSEW-1150, Shelby, Mont. f/rc @ 3:15; CHLO-680 DX from St. Thomas, Ont. heard @ 4:20; mystery station heard on 680 s/on @ 4:45 with SSB & announcement in SS. Who is this? WPTF-680 N.C. s/on @ 5:00 with much QRM. WCTT-680 in Ky. s/on @ 5:09; WBEY-1440 Lexington, N.C. s/on @ 5:25. Will DX on 1/21 so did not take report? The other three DX's on this date, 1/7, were not heard. 1/8- KNER-580 San Francisco, RS with "Dateline S.F." logged for the Letter N in Contest #3 @ 1:30. 1/9- KUKO-1370, Post, Tex. r/c @ 2:25; HJED-220 Cali, Colombia RS 2:50-3:05 with ID on the hour as La Voz De Rip Cauca, man & woman announcers. 1/10- CEAR-1300 DX missed due to splatter from local KOIL-1290. The 12/29 DX NEWS arrived here today, 11 days late! Contests News: Dallas John of Illinois has completed his first tier this week which is 26 points. He earns his ten point bonus which makes 36 points, & he then added 20 letters for Tier #2 making a total of 55 points. Dallas also has 186-37-16 in Contest #1. Bill Stone of Ontario has reached the 200 mark with 201-41-17/25. Bill needs the letter Z in #2. Ray Kraul of Ill. has 136-24-14/18. Carl Dabelstein of Omaha has 124-23-12/23. Ed Bentz of Omaha has 1/4. Roy Barstow of Mass. has 117-25-13/21. Kenton Shirley of Ind. has 0/4. Good DK to all & remember the Deadline is 2/2 for next full report.

Dan Dangerfield III - 202 Governor's Drive - Sprout Estates - Chester P.O., Pa.

The TAs have noticeably picked up since 1/1, so I have been concentrating on those in hopes of bagging a few new ones while the bagging is good. I did get up at 4:30am on MM 12/31 for the WKFE-1550 DX only to find, like the rest, that the program did not go on as sked. However, I did catch them with a strong signal, signing on at 5:00 with their RS. On the following days a variety of TAs, but no reports. Sunday afternoon, beginning about 4:15 some fine TA signals, including one on 1225 kc/a, weak, with EE programming until 5:30pm, which may have been the VOA at Rhodes, as "Voice of America" or "America" was mentioned on the half hours. There were many long distance signals on MM 1/7 including Saarbrucken-1421 1:20-1:39am, & CSBC Porto, 1169, from 2am s/on to 2:15. Both of these were new loggings, & reports sent. 1/7-1/11 was a period of Central European activity & the AN East Germans on 692 728 762 651 1045 & possibly 629 were putting in appearances in the middle evening hours. On 1/11 the AN Swedish stations were noted with very weak & spotty signals, none good enough to report. These were Falun-1223 Horta-1178 & Sundsvall-593, with hets on 779 & 773. The above reception from Sweden occurred 8-10:30pm. On 1/12 I enjoyed the pleasure of a visit from members Joe Lipencott of Moorestown N.J. & Dave Dave Baughman of Camden. We DX'd & talked DX 4:30-11pm in the course of the evening tuned a number of TAs. The three of us share a common interest in foreign DX & plants get together again. We'd also welcome any other members from the Phila. area. Recent veries: Basay, Romania-1052; KIG-1510-DX, Rainflingen, W. Germany-1538. Also, a nice v/l from Joe Boner of WLIX-1490, confirming my reception of their remodeled XR, KD3367, on 1606 kc/a.
A much-needed Christmas vacation brought to this den some DX worth repeating, namely a weak or so of excellent reception from the North. To elaborate: 12/31- Northern CX first noted when CXER-1320 topping as has never occurred before, so log took @ 5:20pm & report sent. Prompt v/l back. Also heard was CJEH-1270 on top with no sign of WSJR.

1/1- (Happy New Year) Early evening reception of WGIQ-1440 unm @ 6pm & CDEK-1460, CFFG-1270, WLFI-1510 all on top with good IDs. Also, some FF crept through on 1240 so guess between La Sarre or La Tuque, Que. (WITN-1240 was All for New Years) & big surprise at 6:28pm brought 8-6 signals from St. Pierre & Miquelon-1375 with ID & mx sigmem on the half hour so tape & report in FF sent with all fingers crossed. If anyone, anywhere, has any info on this RTF cutlet, please let me know, for I have taken a great interest in these isolated islands of Newfoundland. Anyone verified 'em? Well, here's the answer to my "Lillo-1375" stab-in-the-dark. Believe "Radio St. Pierre" runs 1kw. 1/2- Continuing good Northern CX with CHER-910 heard at 6:15pm with ID. 1/3- Only new catch was WKAZ-960 over/under WPEN. 1/4- WJTW-1410 s/off 5:45pm under POP. 1/5- S/off in the clear from WENN-1320 WCRT-1260. 1/3- WOA-1196 Munich good as well as other TAs noted. 1/7- This productive MM brought in all DXes except CBI (didn't stick around long enough). Signals in FF from CJMT-1420 & CKRE-950 good, KTOE-1420 giving CJMT some trouble as they were 5-9 here so report sent to both as well as CKRE-950. CDEK-1196 also heard, Lisbon-665 was really packing a signal that AM. Also, unidentified signal sounding like SS on 955 with loop F/W, so a TA is a good guess. A helpful tidbit of info for these of you who are puzzled by Portuguese on 530: After several SMS of hearing them, I finally caught their s/off @ 1am in the clear (some SUNI interference) & a clear ID as "Radio Assuncao" & location given as Ceara or more commonly called Fortaleza. No call is given in the WR & none given at s/on. They must run at least 10kw. Speaking of 520, report to WTAR for s/off @ 3am on that frequency. Thanks to Ken Washburne, watch for KEAM Pop TEST on 1270 coming soon, Feb. 11. Some v/s coming soon.

P. E. Crocker - Box 76 - McMurdo, Maine

DX has been fairly well since last report. High wins over New Years weekend took down both my 100' dipole & the 40' longwire. Have put the 40' longwire back up & will use that for the rest of the season. DX by date: 1/4- HJED-320 Cali, Colombia at 3pm with EE ID & asking for reports of reception. They were strong & seemed like a local. 1/5- WDYJ-1470 @ 5:30am with NX & ID. 1/7- CJMT-1420 DX @ 3:02am, very weak & WTOP-1410 slopover. No report sent. CDEK-680 DX @ 4:55am fair signal & report was sent. CKRE-950-DX 3:35am, very good signal & report was sent. WPH-1310 at 4:23am with ID & Nx. WWIN-1320 @ 4:31 with ID & NX. Missed the CEF-1320 DX by ten minutes. Thanks to Bill Stone for WERA-1590 TEST tip but I fell asleep five minutes before test, oops! I'll write shortly, Bill. That report in the 1/5 issue with no name sounds like Dan Miller with very shortage, hi. Only one vere here & that was v/1 from WDES-1440 TEST. 1/11- Jones Log has finally arrived & I must say it is well worth the $2 cost.

Doug Murray - Box 305 - Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

I trust you all had a nice Christmas & will have a successful New Year. DX here is picking up. 1/25- I caught OJLS-1340 for the last one in Nova Scotia. 1/7- CJMT-1420 DX, CJOC-1220 & San Francisco on 880 under their new call. 1/9- WGMT-1220 from under CKCWI with the aid of my loop. CBI was not on due to a power failure on 1/7 so they are to be on 2/11 as on Page 1. Thanks to Bill Stone for the news on WERA. Varies in here recently from KAMA-1550 WBRU-1460 KEOX-1480 CHEF-1450-DX WFAU-1540-DX WDES-1440-DX. Some of these November DXes are coming through with varies. Does anyone know who the FF I heard on 1360 was? Congrats to Larry Godwin. There aren't many of us bachelors left, hi! Thanks to everyone who sent me Christmas cards. TE.

Mike Fusick - 2036 West 19 Street - Chicago 8, Illinois

This is my first report to NRC. I do a lot of DXing & since spare time is limited, I'll only include a few of the better ones. WSEP-930 @ 3:25pm very strong, 12/3- WABO-770 8:40-8:50pm 12/12. KPRC-950 s/off 2:05am 12/14. 12/20- CKY-580 strong. 12/21- KSSS-740 2:35-2:45. 12/22- CJBC-360 7:05-7:15am. 12/23- WGMN-1460 3-3:15. CDEK-640 s/off 1:17. CTAR-790 3:30-3:50 weak. 12/21- WGN-590 11:55pm-12:05am. WSUN-520 5:40-5:55am, send out very nice card. V/1s, KSSS, CTAR. V/c, WSUN WSEP WSON KPRC CJBC CEK. Exams in school will keep me busy for the next two weeks, so long for now & TE. (Welcome to the NRC, Mike, and we hope to hear more, & often, too! -FRG) AS THEY SAY OF OUR EFFORTS IN ATHENS, OHIO: "WATH." "WE ALWAYS TRY HARD." Report.
January 19, 1963

Andy Rogers - 19 Dunbar South - Waterloo, Ontario

977 is the very total, thanks to recent additions from WIAZ-960 WBEZ-1380 WABS-1420
WHGR-1290 WWYK-1250 WCHB-730 WGAC-560 KSOC-1140 WEAF-1330 KEZU/KANK-920 KEBO-860 WOIP-1560 GFY-300 WTRM/WAUE-1590 WTON-1240 WCHL-1570 WSGC-1560 WDGS-1440. DX, in Montreal: 12/29-33rd CBC country logged when Guadeloupe-640 s/off 11pm. 12/31 CHRC-800 AN; CJMS-1280 off due to technical trouble for three hours. On 1280 WADD on top until 1am, CKCY-to 2, both umn. & a Colombian until 3:06, CANS' return. I think I heard one ID from Denver at 2:06. On 1290 umn WIRL & needed KOL (not reported) were battling it out. 1270 saw CHAT/KTFI together around 2:05, KTFI being State #47. Umn CKCK ruling 860, rare here. 1/1- WADD-1280 s/off 6:14pm; WGLA-1580 s/off 5:31 making 1580 my third frequency with 30 stations. 1/3- Umn KWV-710 S-9 plus 6:18pm. 1/7, back in Waterloo; umn CHLO/CNKE DXes. 2F3-1360 @ 3:06; WOPA/WHSH-1490 AN 3:30; WIAL-1070 s/on 4:30. 1/9- Umn CHRL-910 way over everything @ 5:55. 1/10- No CHAF heard here. At 83 CKWT/CHRIL strong; needed KEOA-330 s/off 6:15pm, not reported; CKKW-1220 reported 6:45. On 1/5 a year old Midnight prediction was fulfilled when CFCE AM & FM were sold to CKVL. CFCF will change calls & maybe go AN. CFCF used to be Montreal's top HE station but with the advent of CFOX & CKGM it lost many listeners. CKVL's owner has the necessary drive to put it near the top & should do so. By the way, CFMB-1410 has nothing to do with the old CHLP, so recent references to CFMB as ex-CHLP are in error. CHLP folded several years ago when the papers that owned it sold out. The only thing common between CFMB & CHLP is the frequency. (Seabrook-FCC release said call change, CHLP to CFMB, Andy - ERC) (Isn't this CHLP's old XR & towers? -ERC)

Harold Balitske - Eastend, Saskatchewan

Well, here goes for my first report to Musings, but first of all I would like to thank John Oldfield, Leo Fox, Charles Rader & SCALD for their welcoming me to the NRC. Now to DX. ZCO-1020 Tonga Islands was noted here nightly but KDKA QRM. KORL-650 Hawaii S 7-9 MM. WBB-1330 Boston, very good signal nightly. KEBU-1010 Amarillo, very good signal - topping channel for a while. Verries from KTOI EXLY KNON KGCL KYKZ & WLL. I have not been able to do much DXing as school does not permit it. 73. (Welcome to the NRC, Harold, and we hope to be following your DXing here in Musings! -ERC)

Larry Godvin - Box 155 - Boulder, Colorado

Greetings from the Land of Married Life! Barbara & I want to thank all who sent congratulatory cards, which helped make these past two weeks very happy for us. Barbara is certainly the ideal DXer's wife, as she accepts the importance of the NRC & DXing to this Denver-area member, & she has offered to help plan activities for the ladies who will be attending the 1963 Denver Convention. On our honeymoon we were very pleased to meet member & editor Pete Taylor, who explained his excellent system of recording info in his section & expressed his views concerning the NRC. We agree there's not a better Club in existence. After a brief necessary lapse from DXing & Convention planning, I joined the other Denver DXers 1/9 at Bill Mittlei's home where he, Murray Mann, Glen Kipple, Mary Robbins, NRC prospect Byron Barnum, & I expanded our Convention topics. The five-day Convention this year will offer the most interesting variety of activities to DXers in the history of the NRC, we feel. Come to the Rockies this Labor Day for the fun & the all-important business meeting, which will undoubtedly be one of the most pertinent in many years. If you are a new member, come to Denver to meet your editors & Executive Secretary, all of whom will be present. John Callaman of Pampa, Tex. will be the guest of the Denver DXers 1/12 at our meeting in Mcclurder. By the way, welcome, Murray Mann, to Boulder & best of luck in your new job at KDBY-1350. Well, I've been DXing in earnest since our vacation, & had an excellent MM 1/7. First of all, as soon as WWL-870 s/off at 1:00 EST I heard KALM Honolulu very well. Best catch of all was almost positive logging of CHL14-1140, Santiago, Chile, with ID @ 2:38 (see Pete's fine section for details). Jap ID on 1370 at 4:00, but I couldn't make out call; KANU-940 Hawaii s/off beautifully @ 4:04. Also heard KSEN-1150 & KVRD-1240 r/cs. No CULT-1420 because of AN KTOC; no CHLO because of at least two others on 690; no CKNE because of KVLW-950 Denver; no CHL-1140 because of at least one US. 1/8- KTER-900 Twin Falls, Id. s/off 7:13pm EST. Verries are CKUA-560 KECH-1490 WBUC-1460 WSGC-1560 KMAI-1530 KSRA-860. The best of DX & luck to all in 1963. See you in Denver, Chuck Rader.

Ralph M. Johanns - 11 East Chipewa Street - Buffalo 3, New York

Paul B., look under 1050, in Len's new AN List for your CHUM. Alex B., your 1270 I believe was CHV (see new AN List). Nice written v/1, CO & business card by Doug Knowles of CHIQ-1280 music, 205 King St, West, Hamilton, Ont. He has the 12-6am DJ of (P. 8)
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David Oved - 560 Grover Cleveland Highway - Buffalo 26, New York

Veries are still coming steadily, but only three new logs. Oh well, you can't have everything!

Does anyone have address for KIMN, Denver? Would a Canadian member please contact me if you are interested in trading 20 Canadian $ stamps for 20 U.S. $ stamps, or $1? Oh yes, I received a Christmas Card from OMCA "The Friendly Voice of Cuba!!

DN: 1/12- WFM-660 Coudersport, Pa @ 1:53-2:02pm with wx, MX. 1/13- KCSB-740 San Francisco @ 3:43-3:13 with NX, WX, sports, & mx. WKYR-1270 Keyser, W. Va @ 3:58 s/on. No CQAF. Veries, WPOP v/c; KSTP KIFG-TEST WDWC WQMN WNJR, all v/la.BUFFALO '64:

Hank Holbrook - 4717 Edgemoor Lane #205 - Bethesda 14, Maryland

Finally "zoomed" to the 2,000 BCB verie mark with v/l from WZUM-1590. A lot of DX $$ since my last report a few weeks ago. Logged & reported - 12/18- TUU-875 San Jose, C. R. good @ 10:46pm. 12/20- YSC-1015 San Salvador, E.S. good @ 11:03pm. 12/22- WEK-1010 @ 7:17am with very heavy WSID QRM. On 12/23 added CJMS-1280 Montreal @ 12:09am with good signal. Then at 1:35, WLCY-1380 with good signal, & ended AM with logging of WMCR-930 with ET @ 3:10am, fair.

That evening logged YAG-1475 Chinandega, Nicaragua with fair signal, 8:15. Christmas AM logged HRW-1135 San Pedro Sula, Honduras at 3:13 with fair signal. Then heard early s/on by WWP-970 at 4am. On 12/28 WATE-1550 good at 8:15am & then got a couple of minutes of s/on @ 7:15 from WPAP-1570. 12/27, added WDAK-540 at 5:20am good & in the evening sent off a report to HOS23-1295 Panama City with fair reception through QRM.

Three more added on 12/28. WDEL-1590 @ 5:53am; KMCQ-1570 @ 6:24 with special f/c, very good. Ended the morning by adding WISCO-1570 @ 7:13 with their s/on. On 12/29, WITN-930 @ 5:31am & WTCO-1550 @ 6:41 were adies. Both good through some QRM. Six added on 12/30- KAAY-1090 5:12am good; WBLE-1330 @ 5:46am fair through QRM; WIVE-1430 copied for two hours commencing at 10:51am, very rough under WNAV. WGUN-1010 5:18pm to s/off good, through QRM. WDXR-1560 at 6:44pm, poor under WQXR; & WHEL-640 @ 7:31 fair through WML splash-over. On 12/31 WPFC-1440 @ 4:21am with HE, WKEP, Yaumo, P.R. not on DX but copied on s/on 4:58am. That night logged HGE-1233 Ducaramanga, Colombia with nice signal from 11:46pm & into 11:53. 58 reports out on ECB for December. Was top month on ECB since June 1952 when 57 were reported. Record on ECB is 80 reported in February 1949. Twelve reported so far in January.

1/1- CFMN-1310 Richmond Hill Ont. @ 1:49am fairly good. YNDS, Managua, Nicaragua on 1/5 @ 1230am for annual report. 1/6, logged WYLD-940 @ 6:05am fair through QRM. Was up for CKNB DX show on 950 kc/s. Good from 3:47am. Also on 1/7 added KTOE Mankato, Minn. 1420 @ 3:42, strong. Oops, almost forgot WYNZ-1520 logged 7:55am through WKEF on 1/1. 1/10- WICE-1280 @ 4:20am & s/on of WJNH-1580 @ 7:18, both good. Three more on 1/11 with WADD-1280 good @ 4:33; WPBY-1580 s/on 7:12am good for couple of minutes; & that evening WCOC-1300 fair @ 9:25pm through QRM. 1/12- WECIT-1510 noted @ 7:32am with QRM, good. Will list gerics next time. Total, 2,022 from 77 countries on BCB. 73s.

Bernie Duffy - 77 Livermore Avenue - Staten Island 2, New York

Latest additions are: WLIQ-1560 Mobile, logged testing atop several AIs 1/11 @ 2:15-
2:27, & WCRG-1560 Canandaigua, N.Y. ETing 1/14 @ 4:00-4:30, & an unk foreign language station on 640 kc/s at 4:30-5:00am that same MI. I'm wondering if it was Guadeloupe, Most recent veries are v/ls from KIFG Iowa Falls, & KTOE, Mankato, Minn. KNEB-580, San Francisco, is the best signaled WC station I got this winter. I'd appreciate help in IDing the unk one - they seemed to use FF. Dec. 29 DX NEWS didn't reach me till 1/10 - it was the only delayed edition of this season.

LET'S KEEP SKEDDING IN THESE MUSINGS, BOYS. REMEMBER YOU MUST NOT EXCEED 50 LINES OF "DX NEWS" PRINT. PLEASE CONTINUE TO DOUBLE SPACE AS YOU HAVE BEEN DOING SO HUGELY.
Greetings from the land of Alaskan Veries, European reception, veries, & invisible Jones Logs! Verie back for taped report to KHAB, promising pictures in next letter. Europeans in IDDX. Veries are: KPVS-960 KIFG-1510 KSWI-1560 WKLE-1370 WMLG-1510 KCVR-1570 WAAO-1550 KHHU-1230 WFXJ-1450 KLOR-1730 KTDL-1470 WKUL-1340 WBUG-1460 WMMV-730 KALI-910 CIET-1450 WCTC-1450 WELD-390 WMA-1250 WLEY-1580 KSCB-1270 WNOO-1360 KILI-950 WMIZ-1460 YGGO-1270 WTVJ-1540 KDPM-1340 KSIA-860 WPOP-1410 KAYT-1570 WABL-1000 KCHC-970 WDAT-970 YTMJ-1480 & WNMA-1570. So much for the veries. (Hi yourself, Ed) How to the domestic quantity DX, hi. WAXE-1370 PX 12/31. WIFN-970 12/30 s/off. KADE-870 12/31. LAY-1450 12/23, WMPO-1280 12/23, KNBR-680 12/26 W6OK-1220 12/26 for 1kw day power - I count different power as different station, hi - WJJD-1160 20kw XR 12/29, KWEB-910 12/13, WDMA-1230 12/19 WOTS-1340 12/19, WMYR-1140 12/26, WJEO ET 12/28, KPCN 730 s/off 12/23, WLF, resked DX 12/23, WAPX-1600 12/26 11:30pm, WDT prior to s/off 12/23, WOHS-730 12/24 before s/off 12/23, Veries now total something over 1,500 with 28 countries verified, 33 heard, 31 reported, all50 states, nine provinces verified. Well, I guess Ed Kregny & I have been DXing unfairly in the past. It seems we have discussed our DX less than 24 hours after hearing stations, and after getting I doubt whether we will ever break it. 730s & good DX. Denver Gang, where's answer to my QSL offer of November?

Donald F. Schatz - 8065 Crespi Boulevard - Miami Beach 41, Florida

Hello, quality DXers; quantity DXers go on to the next musing, hi. Regrettably I missed two past musings for sundry reasons, but I'm back now with the latest news from the Caribbean. Many have asked me about Radio Aeropuerto-910 in Caracas. This brand new station runs 10kw & is located at the "Aeropuerto de Maquetia." Call is unk. Another point of interest HJAV-1200 has a faulty XR that forms an image on 1226, but as long as they're actually broadcasting there you can log fit for 1226 anyway. Ernie, KQV-44-1015 must be your "Radio Reloj." Something else popped up in the Caracas area, "Radio Minuto Nacional"-1200. It's heard best here for a few hours after SSS with "Radio Reloj" type programming. The time announcement goes: "Radio Minuto Nacional de la hora. (time), hora oficial." This is definite, YSC-1015 has dropped its "Radio Mil Vientosino" (Radio 1025) slogan, but there is no new one, just YSC. Daylight DX, 5pm, included WFTY-1520, Minosa, L.I. & WCKY-1530. WHLI-1100 in Hempstead, L.I. should be next on this list. Out of the South Seas comes a EFO from ZCO-1020 in Tonga after KGBS s/off. 1YC-880 already made it with a man talking about something around 2 am. KAIN-870 also in with religious programming alongside LFA in Buenos Aires. KN1J-1270 is next for Hawaii if X6KH in Merida, Yucatan, will stay off. What is black, white, & red all over? A dirty albino DXer after a station fades out! Ech! Anyway, don't forget our namesake in Managua; YNRC-900. Until next week adios y按时 tres!

Lawrence D. Schwartz - 4819 Atlanta Drive - San Diego 15, California

The NOISE had been on steadily for a week solid, & suddenly it rained & it left. It's really got me wondering now! Yesterday had the coldest spell in years, temperature was below freezing & for Cal, that's COLD! 1/10- Heard KEO-1580 from 2:30-2:45 s/off with "Golden Hits." XDEM goes off @ 2:30. 1/13- KFLY-1240 till 5am s/off with SSB. Unk TT on 1560 from 4-5:30, who? Very weak OKDA-1220 AN 4:45-5:25 with only three definite IDs during that whole time. Looking forward to logging MAINE tomorrow AM, hope the NOISE is gone. Veries: 510 now with eight this week: WNSA-1550 QSL (two months), CKUA-590-0DX v/1, W900-990 messy form on nice letterhead, WDNS-1440-DX v/f, and KSD-550 WRFD-880 KGBS-1050 KNWU-610 v/1s. 

Friday evening Randy Lee & I took a drive out to Santee & visited KDBO-910. They're three tower directional SW, i.e., the ocean! It seems everyone there is ANTI-DXer. They said the reports are nice to read but then go in the trash can - they're too much trouble to bother with - they get a maximum of one a month! Found one there from a N.Z. DXer, a very detailed report too I might add, completely correct. We're making an appointment with the CE, #1 urphee to get permission to answer all correct reports sent to KDBO, providing return postage is enclosed. Look for details in a few weeks. For those interested, KDBO-1170 has six towers. I'll be looking forward to reporting Maine as a new state in next week's DX NEWS. Let's all report! 73. (Please excuse my mess - ERC) PLEASE BE SURE TO REPORT TO ALL STATIONS RUNNING SPECIAL TESTS OR DXES, AS A REMINDER TO THEM FOR THEIR COURTESY TOWARDS US. DON'T FAIL TO INCLUDE RETURN POSTAGE AS WELL!
First of all, to anybody having trouble with whether I mean AM or PM; When I have a time, e.g., 4:15, that means four hours & 15 minutes EST in the AM. When I list something heard in the PM, I state PM & not otherwise. In other words, nothing after a certain time means AM (antes meridian) & PM means received at the noted hour in the PM (post meridian). Latin helps, I kid you not. 

1/7: WPTC-960 12:03-12:10 on r/c. WESC-1550 12:33-12:40 ending r/c earlier than indicated in f/c list. WROX-1450 @ 2:23 on r/c. CHLO-680-DX 3:305 at which time an unk TT came on to team with KNBR in wrecking their chances. CKNB-950 3:00-4 on DX. Not an outstanding signal by a long shot and barely over the low level buzz. Some song titles caught (Frankie Yankovic polka) and mention of "Campbellport Radio." 1/8- WAKX-1390 @ 3:34 ID. WSusN-620 @ 4:33 ID. WFCO-960 @ 4:55 s/on. WHVR-1280 @ 5:01 s/on. 1/9- CFAM-1390 @ 2:05 s/off in big trouble from KOIL/TTL, I think, but not sure of the latter. KSWI-1560 9:03-9:06 RX (note: that's AM still). WLUV-1520 after many attempts @ 4:54pm (now THERE is an afternoon logging as I used "pm" after the number). 1/11- Heavy static on the band. Can summer be far away? USEL-1440 ET/2 2:59-4 taking collect phone calls so I gave him a call & had a nice chat (three minute variety). Promised to verify & I hope he does. KLTR hasn't so far. WLOS-1380 @ 5:00 s/on. 1/12- KXOL-1560 ET/rr 3:03-4:35 asking for reports. And I obliged, ratch. WBEZ-1440 @ 4:58 s/on. V/1: WLBA-KPFR (re-verified). WPAP WPCF. V/q: KXLY. Might mention I'm proud owner of the new Vane Jones Long. 73s.

Fry H. Kreul - 6425 33 Street - Berwyn, Illinois

Received Vane Jones' new log this week, & as usual it is a fine, up-to-date edition. Now if I can only keep changes up to date, I'll be in good shape. The log represents a lot of work & time, & is well worth the price in my opinion. DX this week has been fair to good with these new catches: SM 1/6- KALN-1370 on f/c-TT 2:07-2:20. W/11-7 CKNB-950 & CHLO-680 DXes were heard, but no sign of CEI-1140, & KTOE was too strong on 1420 to decipher weak signal behind them. Also heard W/6 was ET from WJO-1500 4:00 & on till 4:40 anyway. 1/8- Added WSEB-1590 on r/c 12:30-12:35 & KWAD-920 TT 11:12-1:25 & on. 1/9- W500-1230 r/c 12:45-1. 1/10- KOTE-1250 r/c 1:15-1:20. Went to bed with alarm set for CFAB & slept through it. Tried for WEFA-1590 on 11 per Bill Stone's tip, but all WAKR - too bad. Veris this week include V/1s from KDAK WCLB WDSS-TEST WPFB WPIA KIIT-TEST & KEBZ-TEST. QSL, very colorful, from WACA for report of last season, even though they had previously verified by letter.

John E. Hatchaway - 4703 South Harlem Street - Amarillo, Texas

1/7- KASH-1300 2:55 logging #793; KLA-1500 3:08; KTOE-1430, no CJMT DX possible; KNBR-680 3:09 s/off @ 4:02 but OC stayed on so no CHLO DX. KIMN-950 3:59, no CKNB DX; WMHI-1370 4:19 under JOKO! Could hear them only when I Dd in GW. KGEB-1140 4:51, no CEI DX. WLDT-1370 4:59 s/on, log #795; WSPD-1370 5:01 s/on; WTTT-1370 5:02 s/on; KXOL-1430 1:53, WDS-1440 made letter received; KFTR-550 3:59pm. 1/8- KKY-1360 1:23; KLBO-1480 1:54. 1/9- WSEB-830 12:03; KFJZ-1270 12:19; KXOl-1330 12:25; KXYZ-1320 12:29; KVKM-1330 12:31; WOC-1420 12:58. 1/10- KYNO-1600 3:40 locked out CFAB DX; KXOL-860 5:08, WQAL-1200 5:54; WOWO-1190 5:55. 1/11- KTRN-1240 3:12pm. 1/12- KMS-1380 2:12; KVIS-740 3:01; CJVI-900 3:05; KXL-1360 3:19; KABQ-1350 7:04. 1/13- KaatV2-1200 1:53; KEXO-1230 1:57 s/off, log #797; KNEB-960 2:00 wn with r/c, #784; WPOR-710 2:52; KENT-1590 3:21; KWOV-1490 4:31; KLDS-1450 4:23. Best 73 & DX.

David Deutsch - 1611 Nelson Avenue - Bronx E, New York

This being the first report of 1963, let me wish all the members of the NRC a happy & good DX 1963. Recent DX: 12/31- CKVL-850 in FF/EE from 2:08 to 2:37; WS6-650 with TT @ 2:40; WQOH-650 with ET from 3:15-3:24; WEJL-1070 with ET @ 3:35; WGER-1300 with ES @ 3:45-4. DX on 1/7 was WS7-970 with ES @ 2:06; KTOE-1420 with ES @ 50-3:02 (no sign of CJMT NRC/GDXC DX). Veris in are WDSC (10/29 TEST) CHEF (from 11/26 DX) WDSA (from 11/26 TEST) WPBI WQOK WIEE & WWSW. 73s.

Henry Marbach - 2 Overlook Road - White Plains, New York

Although I have made a few good domestic catches, there has been very little foreign DX. Since last report I have made some to my log: WREF-1570 at s/on 7:00, CHEJ-1150 WENR-930 WAKM-920 (at 8 pm with West Va. basketball) KCAK-730 WEAR-1220 WBJX-850, and CHML-900. Have two unIDed SsEs. One on 1560 under CEJ at 11 pm, XEDM. The other was heard at 6:55am under WADO-1280. Any ideas? Foreign stations logged but that have been heard before include YVQJ CICA Radio Progresso-690 & XEWA. Also unIDed EE speaker on 540 kc/s. at 10pm with a play in EE accent. 73 & good DX.

They LOVE the NRC in BARSTOW, CAL. AS THEY SAY THERE, "KIOT" - KEEP IT ON TOP!
CHML is suddenly a good regular here - i ain't even know they were around last bat now they sneak by WLS-890 on 900. Wonder if they are directional toward here? Verie from them is postcard with "Confirmation Report" on front & pix of building on back. WMB Cedar Rapids sends not only a verie but an eight-page mimeo history of the station. KSD daytime out when snow melted but snow back & so is KSD. Verie from them, no indication given that pattern has been changed. Sure do come in, though, a la WTM, WDA, 5kw. good at 3:30 12/30. Verie back quickly with unasked-for sx. (survey). Other veries: WPM WIL WBAP. New OF at WCKY is James F. Ranney. Wrote him about daytime DX of WCKT & he was surprised; said CX must have been excellent on that day, 12/27. Set RX to 1300 for CBAP RX, set alarm, & when it went off I reached over, rolled over for "just a second" & fell back asleep! Ray Kraul told me about unasked WERA TST at 11 but no luck thanks to storm & WAKR. 7-11 & please good CX for WAGM! On MM 1/7 seven verie reports written & sent as follows: 1-130 KPRC-950. There was no fadeout, but by 1:30 plenty for report. In all cases no fade unless noted. 1:30-1:45 CFEF-1010 with WCFL off. The previous MM KRKN, 25kw. had 1010 all to itself, so "who happen?" Then by turning radio side to side WYL & KOIL wrote reports on both of these 1290 5kw KOIL strangely, different. Is WIZL's null toward Chicago? At 2:30 reached Club's birthplace with WSEA in York Pa. 1kw on 910. They were very weak at first but worked up to a good signal, readable with little difficulty before they faded. At 3 biggest surprise of all, KFPR-1400 with fantastic strong signal. Hope they are non-directed, because they are only 250w, & a great catch. They were in better than I've ever heard any St. Louis station except maybe KNOX. To round out the MM, WSGN-610 in very well for State 1130. The week before I got WQAM at 4:30 with VIND off for State 29. Miss-usippi was logged here during Rebel FB season via VELO-580, a Sat. PM regular. Believe they are 5kw also. So those Southerners are really getting up here. Don't know how D. John missed KRKN @ 1:30 last MM, since he recommended to me that I try 1000-1010 that MM since WCFL off. What is new rr station in Milwaukeee on 1540? Logged them on MM through local WJOL. Since this is a greyarea, please tell me who they are. Calls sound like WYLV. Their mx in well "Cinnamon Cinder" turned out a verie nice dance, hits. KFH-1330 Wichita continues to blast MM's but haven't gotten to writing them yet. 30...

Wayne Plunkett - 124 John Street - Weston, Ontario

Since last report: 11/25- Odd situation at 5am - s/ons from two Lebanon stations- WLDV-1590 & WLER-1270. 11/29- KSOS-1140 buried WRWA @ 7am; sa, a WQAL-770 over WABC. 11/30- Real surprise, WCUE-1150 even with powerful CKOC @ 7am, KOTA-1300 in soli between 7-7:50; KIQA-940 over GMB; KLCN-910 & KXGO-790 real good in same time period. 12/1- WCNW-1230 at 12:02am; VEHE-1005 or so logged between 10:30-11pm s/off; 4W-1325 also heard. 12/2- KYND-1580 in very briefly at 7pm fagign ESTEM; GJIK-660 never stronger than at 11:55pm. 12/3- KOB-770 audible after WABC 12:20am s/off; KFJZ-1270 12:55am; "Eriosa Monserate"-785 Bogota, first heard at 11pm; ZEMI-1335 fairly good around 11:20. 12/4- KSHA TST not heard although I probably gave up too early. 12/5- WKID-1580 z/c 1:15-1:30; lucky catch in Wlayan-1450 at 1:31; WEND-1580 perfectly clear but weak at 1:50pm; WRTA-1240 over usual CJCS @ 2:15; WP op over CHUC as early as 2:25. 12/6- WMLT-1380 s/off 4:45 even with CKPC. 12/10- KAMM-1530 way over KFBK; KUR-650 finally made it at 3:30 for two minutes; WUBG-1460 as strong as adjacent local CKFF; CJOB-630 AN; was KOMO-1000 on with TT this AM? (CFEF just too rough); Part Maria, Jamaica-750 reported 4:47-4:55 WSB s/on; WWIN-760 5:20am; KJEP-660 well on top at 7:30am; CGFX-1470 snatchers of newscast at 7pm. 12/13- WFIQ-1570 s/on 7:15. 12/17- WNO-1520 NT started about ten seconds after VKEW 12:02am s/off; SS all over 770 around 12:30 - believe HJXJ Bogota; WDAK-540 AN; KEMO-1460 s/off 3:01; same for KEXRA. Helio- who had Christmas carols in ER on 1270 3:40-3:45, any chance of KNDI? WABY-1400 AN; WUJS-1380 powerful @ 4am s/on; WOL-340 way over usual WHLO 7:30; new catch at 7:55am, WHAK-960. 12/19- WSEU-960 7:30 am. 12/21- Home early from work & finally heard CKXO-1340 clearly under WUSJ at 3am. 12/23- 12:57am s/off on 640 with Colombian NA; then frequent IDEs from a "Radio Aeron- puerto" on 640 - what are proper calls for these two stations? 12/24- CJSS-1220 rarely heard but logged at 12:06am s/off; KXOK-630 12:22; WTAU-960 12:31. Who s/off with SSB on 680 at 12:42? At 12:54 on 1440, heard "ET over last 15 minutes" - who was this one? KOB-770 much stronger than previous MM; KCRG-1600 s/off 1:03. Finally caught WNLC-1510, 11:05. At 1:09, WPEC, KARC among others on 1490. KTN-1420 s/off 1:11; S3 on 1370 must be KXHP; goodie in KZON-1490 logged.

As we say here in Cornwall, Ontario, "XFMI" - Calling for Musings Letters!
**D X NEWS**

**DOMESTIC CONTEST STANDINGS AS OF 1/4/63**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATES/PROVINCES</th>
<th>TP</th>
<th>SP</th>
<th>DX</th>
<th>LETTERAMA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Bill Stone, Ontario</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1. Bill Stone, Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Ernie Wesolowski, Nebraska</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2. Ernie Wesolowski, Nebraska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Joseph Tela, New Jersey</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4. Dennis Hoogenboom, Michigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Denis Hoogenboom, Michigan</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5. Joseph Tela, New Jersey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Maurice Mittler, Colorado</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7. Carl Dabelstein, Nebraska</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Carl Dabelstein, Nebraska</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8. Andy Rugg, Ontario</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Richard Cooper, Penna.</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10. Marvin Robbins, Colorado</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Frank Wheeler, Penna.</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11. John Callaman, Texas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bill Stone needs the letter Z for LETTERAMA & Bill said he only needs four letters to complete his second tier. Next complete list will be 2/9. Deadline is 2/2 to Ernest J. Wesolowski, 1416 Pasadena Avenue, Omaha 7, Nebraska. TP - Total Points; SP - States-Provinces; DX-DXes or TESTs. The Mystery Station is located in continental U.S.

(Changes in Station Data - F.C.C.)

(Purchased from the Seabrooke Printing Company; Washington, D.C.)

**NEW STATIONS**

| 1450 Lancaster, New York | 1,000 D-1 | 1520 West Chester, Pennsylvania |
| 1270 Superior, Wisconsin | 5,000 D-1 | 2600 Bel Air, Maryland |
| 4500 Winston-Salem, North Car. | 1,000 D-3 | 1530 Chesterstown, Maryland |

**NEW CALLS**

| 1550 K M R E Spokane, Washington | 1560 K C L H Blue Earth, Minnesota |

**CART CHANGES**

| 14270 W T M T Tallahassee Fla. from W7AL | 1510 K C C V Independence, No. fr. KANS |
| 1450 W T A L Tallahassee, Fla. from W7HT |

**FACILITIES**

| 650 K A R I Blaine, Washington, to 5,000/1,000 U-4, from 500 D-1, same channel. |
| 740 W V L N Olney, Illinois, to 1,000 D-3, from 250 D-1, same channel. |
| 970 W I V I Christiansted, Virgin Islands, to 5,000/1,000 U-1, from 1,000 U-1. |
| 1250 W S L H Salem, Indiana, to 5,000 D-3, from 1,000 D-1, same channel. |
| 1290 W G L I Babylon, L.I., New York, to 5,000/1,000 U-4, from 1,000 U-5, same chnl. |
| 1310 W J L K Asbury Park, New Jersey, to 1,000/250 U-5, from 250 U-1, same channel. |
| 1260 W C A M Camden, New Jersey, to 1,000/250 U-1, from 250 U-1, same channel. |
| 1490 K K A N Phillipsburg, Kansas, to 1,000/250 SH-1, from 250 SH-1, same channel. |
| 1510 W N L C New Britain, Connecticut, to 12,000/5,000 U-4, from 5,000 U-3, same chnl. |

To move XX locally or change antenna: 630: KJEA; 790: WWRD; 1400: KUNO; 1360: WAPA; 1480: KXMM. A. McLaughlan - Box 26 - Gatineau, Quebec

Congratulations to Larry Godwin & his bride. Best of happiness in the years to come, Mr. & Mrs. Godwin! DX has been very slow lately, being limited to weekends, but a few have been rolling in. PJ6 back very quickly, also KPGC-1580 in a couple of weeks. Thanks to John Tweedie for the tip on PJ6 which brings to countries verified total to 14. Hope to have a little more to report next time. 73.

Ernie Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn 26, New York

Verie, KIFG-1510. DX: 1/9 - WOKJ-1560 RS s/on 5am with what seemed to be Negro programming, 5-5:15, easy with only WAHR/WB on then. WAHR has forbade other newer D stations to begin on before then, apparently. 1/13-FM: Nothing new, but old CS found FF Canadians rolling in, like CHRL-910, CHHR-1310, CHSR-1090 at 5pm, CHSR in German this time, with IDs in FF. 1/13 - Pepsi ad followed by much gab & laughter on 1440, possibly KXMM, woefully weak here. After many years of trying, finally WPLA-970 s/on SSB 5:30 under WWSC & the local WHN/WINC image. Unr WKIC-1590 s/on 6:30; WTOP-WB @ 6am. Who had Ave Maria Hour-type pally behind WTOP 6:30-7am? 6:51, "Hour of the Crucified" started on 1560 under local WQXX's CC - CHRS, perhaps? 1/14 - British games on 620-646-770 again. Unr Berlouix-120s good, 2:25. KGA-1610 & KPEK-1530 also good, urn, 2:30-2:45. KPIK-1590 FT/ow 2:42 for new one, nice signal. On 640, noted 3:44am, S-S station with Hindustani mx - speech, not heard in PMs as much, so I GUESS this is Guadalupe? Unr WTVX-1510 ET 5:52-4:02 and on. PM, 4WV-1325 for report, 5:04-6:41.
"DX DOWN THE DIAL"

Send all "TIPS" To Ev. Johnson-50th-16th St. Mendota, Ill. (E.S.T.)

FREQ. CALL. "NEWSPAPERS" (Ev. &

670 WITF Raleigh, N.C. S/off MM 00:140- tested during CHICAGO-DX (Hicks
770 WABC New York, N.Y. S/off MM.- 00:30- (J. Hicks, N.Y.
780 WBWM Chicago, Ill. S/off MM.- 02:05-S/onn again at 06:00-Hicks.
970 ST Louis Park, Minn had test 1/14 just before CKNB-DX. Ev.
970 WLGL Superior, Wisc.- S/ on 1/13 at 6:12- (Bill Stone-Ont.
1010 WINS New York, N.Y.- S/off MM 02:00- (J. Hicks, N.Y.
1070 WADA Arecibo, P.R.- S/ on 04:30 in SS. (A. Rugg. Ont.
1080 WSMC Hartford, Conn.- S/ on 04:30- S/off 01:00- J. Hicks, N.Y.
1090 WBAL Baltimore, Md.- S/off 01:30. J. Hicks, N.Y.
1170 WWVA Wheeling, WVa.- S/off MM 1:30- S/ on 06:00-J. Hicks.
1230 WNAS White Plains, N.Y. Off MM till 6.- Sun.00:00 till 8. Hicks.
1250 WMTW Norristown, N.J.- S/ on 06:00 MM (Hicks:.
1260 WBUD Trenton, N.J.- S/ on 06:00 (Hicks.N.Y.
1270 WICN Minneapolis Minn seems to be A.N. (Ev.
1280 WADO New York, N.Y.- S/ on MM 5:45- Hicks. N.Y.
1310 WBEL Fairfax, Va.- S/ on 05:00- J. Hicks. N.Y.
1360 WIXY Rome, Ga.- has 50 watts Days Bill---- Ev.
1360 WWBB Baltimore, Md. S/ on 05:00 7 Days. Ev.
1380 WBNX New York, N.Y.- S/ on 05:00 MM. Hicks.N.Y.
1420 WCW Warrenton, Va. S/ on Wk Dats at 05:00 Hicks. N.Y.
1430 WATF Marion, S.C.- S/ on 05:05- Hicks. N.Y.
1440 WBAB Babylon, N.Y.- Checks Freq every Month 1st WED.- next test
2/6/63- 1:00-1:30 QRA XXXXXX WB.B Farmingdale Rd. East Drive.
Babylon, N.Y.- This info from B. Stone. Ont.-
1460 WVOX New Rochelle, N.Y. has F/C 1st SAT. 00:00-00:30- A. Rugg.
1460 WRTL Rantoul, Ill. had ET's 1:12 prior to R/S. Stone. Ont.
1490 WOSH Chico, Wisc.- & WOPA Oak Park Ill- A.N. MM. (Rugg. Ont.
1550 WPTN Cookeville, Tenn.- S/ on SUN at 5:56- Ev.
1580 WSTEM Colonial Village, S. Knoxville Tenn had F/C 3rd Tues
3:35- 0:40. Ev.
1600 WBTT Harriman, Tenn. S/ on SUN at 5:56- Ev.
1470 CFOS DX was Cancelled so says Andy Rugg.-

F/Cs Per list.- 3rd Tues.- WDXK-860- 3-3:30 T- M. - WENK-1240-
3:15-3:30 T.- WATS-1460-3:15-3:30 T-WWO0-1260-4:4:15-0.-
After seeing that big issue of DX Nt. this past week I'm wondering
just where all those TIPS Are. Just 4 members contributed to DXDD this
week, out of Over 300 Members. What Gives? I know you all are DXing.
Best DX and Let's havethem. Ev. 73's.

"SLIPS EXPLAINING DX"

Your Exec Sec received a letter from a Radio Station in Portugal inquiring
about a DX Program. They stated they had received one of our
slips explaining DX and mentioned the words "In The Early Days" caused
them to be interested in a future DX Program for DXers throughout the
world and would be very interested in more information in regard to
this type of a broadcast. The letter has been sent to Norm Pillsbury,
our CPC Chairman, who will see to it that he or some CPC man will con-
tact this station for a possible DX Program from that station. Thus my
mention of the above is to inform the members that we have these slips
explaining DX on hand and are for sale as is our club stationery to our
members for .60¢ per 100 slips, postpaid. Dick Cooper composed the data
that is set down on said slips and also printed a good quantity of them
believing that if one is enclosed with your reception report, veries
might be received a bit quicker. Many good comments have been received.
FROM RADIO STATION K TOK

Mr. Tom Johnson, General Manager of Radio Station K TOK-1000 kc in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma writes under the date of January 11 1963;

"Dear Mr. Kruse;

Your letter reached here as we were deciding on a regular monthly sign-off and you'll be glad to know we've selected the third Monday morning in each month, effective January 21st from midnight to 5 AM CST (1:00 AM to 6:00 AM EST) (maximum) maintenance period. We will sign off at midnight CST on Sunday, January 20 1963. Have Fun". (Thus they will sign off at 1:00-AM EST Mon Jan 21 1963)

"YOUR COURTESY PROGRAMS COMMITTEE REQUESTS A FAVOR OF YOU"

I feel sure that the selection of their 3rd Monday morning for maintenance was a result of my letter requesting a stand-by for the WBNB-DX Program. So I feel a thank-you card should be sent by just about all NRC members to Mr. Tom Johnson, General Manager of K TOK, P.O. Box 1,000, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma for their fine cooperation with the NRC.

Signed Len Kruse CPC-NRC.

A BIT OF INFO

To NRC-Dear Sirs; I have devised a hand-made Bandspread dial to convert my Ham-type radio to SWL. I wish to offer a photostat of same to listeners with similar received. Fits Hallicrafters series S-95 and SX-99. Precise, most useful. Not seeking any profit. Post Card reply will suffice. Signed R. Eugene Gaetz-413 11th St., S.E. Rochester, Minnesota.

Arthur Cushing-Invarcargill, N.Z.

Poor reception over the Christmas period, only reports to Siberia on 1250, English at 4:30 AM EST thru 1YD, Auckland and WHFC. Veris from XEJK-DZTD-Baghdad on 764-KNBR-Kabaul-660 and KURY. Kabaul made my 94th country. NZBC announce from April 1st 1YD-1250 and 2YD-1130 will be on extended hours, 4 PM to 5 AM EST and new 3-YD to operate from Christchurch/ Rabaul, New Britain new ABC station opened on Dec 15th on 810 kc, is Australian B. Commissions 62 ECB station.

From Bill Stone; Letter from CBI who apologize for not being on the air as schedule; Mention as to being on Feb 11th between 3 and 5 o'clock ADT. However their regular schedule is from 6:30 AM ADT sign-on until 1 AM sign off, and suggest the lads try for them during those hours. Signed S. Tyson - Technical Supervisor CBI.

Also from Bill a letter from XEX-730 kc stating they have begun an English Language program called "American Showcase" over the network station XEX with the shows originating from Mexico City, they are heard from their seven repeater stations located throughout Mexico, the strongest being in Leon. Programs are broadcast Mon thru Saturdays from 7:15 to 8 AM and from 7:30 PM to 8 PM (Mexico City time) and we would be most happy if you tried to pick us up especially in the morning and if you do let us know, at this address: Radio Station XEX Intercontinental Broadcasting Company, S A Reforma 95-913 Mexico City, D.F. Mexico and is signed by Helen Collins, General Manager.

JONES LOG

The NEW 1963 JONES LOG of Radio-TV and FM stations has been received. It can be purchased at most any Radio supply (Ham etc) Store. Those who sent to Van Jones direct will receive their log from him. Otherwise it is distributed by Howard W Sams Photofact publications.
Edited by Peter V. Taylor, 1906 Santiago Street, San Francisco 16, California, USA.

Well, this is one of those Monday night editions (January 14th) so must necessarily exclude data received Tuesday morning. TP reception way down; on 1/13, the only TP I heard all AM was 4G2N-630 and this was about 0530. TA's are good though (not on the west coast though, hi!) Here we go: starting with ~trans-Atlantic~

629 +++. UNID. Signal here 2000-2100/7/10, sounded like an East German, possibly Erfurt, but 630kc QRM prevented my reading it (BD)

656 +++. Suhl, D.D.R. has been fading in and out in mid-evenings, 2100-2200, but never lasts long enough for a report (BD)

719 +++. Vila do Conde (Sao Salvador), Portugal. Heard a Portuguese speaker 1/3, 1559-1605, stronger later on, but no ID (JE)

723 +++. Djedda, Saudi Arabia. One of my best, heard 1607-1621 s/off 1/3, report off (JE)

728 +++. Schwerin, D.D.R. is another elusive one, in for a minute or so, usually 2100-2300, but fades right away (BD)

782 +++. Burg, D.D.R., often readable beginning with CS89 s/off 2030 and continuing past 0100, best around 2300 (BD)

809 +++. BBC Scotland/EU7 Madrid, Spain heard alternately on 1/6 between 1330-1900 probably simultaneously at times, with EU7 dominating (BD)

962 +++. Tunis, Tunisia. Heard with EE 1700-1800, as noted in 12/29 I/DX (BAE)

989 +++. UNID. On 1/7, 1/5 between 1800-1900, very strong hetero rippling into local WBS-900, fading like TA, strongly suspect 24-hr RIAS Berlin 300kw (BD)

1043 +++. Dresden, D.D.R. still best of these, and now coming in nightily most of the evening. Have 1900 v/l (BD)

1097 +++. UNID. Station at 2325 1/5 with what sounded like Arabic music. Strong signal, but I don't know who else it could have been except Bratislava, which is usually dominant (BD)

1105 Afn. Stuttgart, Germany. In with S-9 signals 1/6 1332 to s/off, after news, and with SS3 1907 (BD)

1133 +++. Zagreb, Yugoslavia. Finally took the bull by the horns and sent report, after picking them up with good but quick fading sigs 1/7 2300-2315 (BD)

1142 +++. Kaliningrad, USSR is back on the air after transmitter trouble. Now broadcasting in EE and other European languages 1300-1600 (BAE)

1169 +CSB30 Porto, Portugal completely in the clear 1/7 0200-0215 (0200 s/on) 6S-8. Report sent. Also noted a hetero after 2300, possibly W Germany (BD)

1259 +++. VOA Rhodes, Greece (USCG Courier). Someone here 1/6 from 1615-1730 with EE announcements and American pop records. Faded often, and mentioned VOA on the half hour. Must be VOA Rhodes (BD)

1286 +++. Prague II (Melnik) Czechoslovakia powerhouse on 1/6, 6S-9 signals. Noted 1640 in FF 1705 EE 1345 SS, agrees with WRH sked (BD)

1295 +++. Ottringham, England heard S-9 1/2 0025-0056, report off to London (JE)

1398 +++. Seville, Spain. "La voz de Guipuzcoa" now here, s/off 1830 (BAE) (BD)

1421 +++. Saarbrucken, W. Germany a new logging for me 1/7 0120-0130, separable from (BD)

1475 +++. Vienna, Austria logged 1/7 0130-0152, MX to 0146, then news in German (ERC)

1502 +++. Cracow (Kracon) Poland. Foreign service starts 1000, s/off 1330 (BAE). We have not received the language breakdown on this one; the European service has moved here and we assume it is still in Cracow -pvt) Station with classical mx, piano 0152-0158 1/7, then male/female announcers, language seemed to be FF to me but might have been Polish. Nothing in FB1S (ERC) (Ernie, give Cracow a Crack, hi! Looks like them to me--pvt)

1562 +++. Covilha, Portugal. Emisora Nacional almost certainly the station logged here 0200 s/on 1/5 (CMS)

---

North America

690 AFRS Adak, Alaska. Verie back saying Adak here, not Elmendorf. Sometimes Elmendorf ID is heard over whole network. (CHF) (See Alaska, this 6S8BE)
605 HJL, BogoTA, COLOMBIA COMING IN WITH BEAUTIFUL SIGNALS 0020-0053 S/OFF 1/4. PROGRAM WAS LIVE FROM NIGHT CLUB. ID ON HALF-HOUR AND S/OFF, "RADIO DE COLOMBIA." ALSO GAVE SW & FM. REPORT OFF WITH TAPE (JE)

10 +HJFD MANIZALES, COLOMBIA LETTER RECEIVED, USING 10kw NOW BUT WILL BE USING 20kw SOON. WAS AN 12/25. RADIO MANIZALES IS THE ONLY ADDRESS ON THEIR MEMO STATIONARY. VERIE SIGNER LUIS F. HOYOS ESCOBAR, GERENTE (ERC)

640 +Myst RADIO AEROPUERTO. BEING strong here SM's TO ABOUT 0315 S/OFF, IN SS, LOCATION UNKNOWN. NOT THE SAME AS THE ONE ON 910 (ERC)

670 HJNX SELLO, COLOMBIA. THE VERY STRONG HERE, OFTEN TO SS-9 AROUND THE CLOCK, WITH OR WITHOUT WMAC. RADIO TRICOLOR (BV)

710 +Myst SS. UNIO HERE 1/6 0500-0530 WITH RELIGIOUS PROGRAMMING. Who? (BV) (WGBS IS A POSSIBILITY; THINK THEY USED TO HAVE IT HERE-PVT)

730 +Myst. SS HEARD THREE AMS, 1/3-4/5, 0301-0345, 0345-0420 AND 0332-0415 RESPECTIVELY. SS, SPANISH-INDIAN MX, TURNABLE NOISE. "RADIO QUITO" "RADIO AREGUAPA" "EN COLOMBIA," RADIO VALORAH," SOME OF ID's HEARD. THINK REBROADCAST ON THE QUITO ID. ALSO HEARD "RADIO PRENSA," "RADIO AH MIA" AND "RADIO OH LAX," "EN COLOMBIA" AND "EN PERU." POSSIBLY XEX XR OR HJCU. WHO IS ANY? DID ANYONE ELSE HEAR THIS ONE? (BS)

770 +Myst SS. Heard SS tester 12/31, 0350-0353, mentioned PARAGUAY. ANY IDEAS? Might also have had KAM WITH RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS EARLIER (JE)

870 +YVQJ BARCELONA, VENEZUELA ON THIS FREQUENCIES NOW. HARMONIC HEARD REGULARLY. A RADIO RUMBOS AFFILIATE (CMS)

870 +Myst SS. Heard SS tester 12/31, 0350-0353, mentioned PARAGUAY. ANY IDEAS? Might also have had KAM WITH RELIGIOUS PROGRAMS EARLIER (JE)

880 +YVQJ BARCELONA, VENEZUELA NOT STRONG, BUT IN THE CLEAR 1/6 FROM 0530 S/OR, FREQUENT ID AS "RADIO LIBERTADOR" (BV)

900 +HJUX BogoTA, COLOMBIA "LA VOZ DE BOGOTA" FAIR STRENGTH 0400-0500 12/31 (BV)

920 HJCE BogoTA, COLOMBIA "LA VOZ DE BOGOTA" FAIR STRENGTH 0400-0500 12/31 (BV)

922 HJCE BogoTA, COLOMBIA,"LA VOZ DE BOGOTA" FAIR STRENGTH 0400-0500 12/31 (BV)

922 HJCE BogoTA, COLOMBIA EXCELLENT 12/10-17-24 AROUND 0700; FREQUENCY STILL ABOVE 920. HEARD 1/7 0505 S/O WITH "ALOHA OCE" AND NEARLY FELL OFF MY CHAIR IN SURPRISE (BV) (PROBABLY ON YOUR OKOLE, BILL.-PVT)

935 +Myst SS. UNIO SS HERE, WOnder If W YN Is back again. DID'T STAY TO FIND OUT (BD)

1025 +IIM2 DavIo. Panama, S-8 IN THE CLEAR 12/31 0645-0715 (BV)

1100 +Hjat Barranquilla, COLOMBIA DEFINITELY THE "RADIO RELoj" HERE (BV)

1140 +CS1114 SANTIAGO, CHINE, ALMOST CERTAINLY THE ONE HEARD SS 1/7 0231-0400 WITH AMERICAN AND NATIVE POP MX. ID's EVERY 12 MIN. OR SO. AT 0235 AFTER BEER COMMERCIAL, HEARD SLOGAN "RADIO CORPORACION" AND LOCATION OF SANTIAGO, DEFINITELY; THEN COUNTRY, SOUNDED LIKE CHILE. TAPED TENTATIVE REG. AIR (LBO)

12 +HI.. SantO Domingo, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC. "RADIO Antilles" IS THE STRONG LA ON THIS CHANNEL. FIRST IDENTIFIED 12/18 ON WHICH NIGHT THEY WERE ADVERTISING THEIR ELECTION COVERAGE (RADIO CARIBE, ELECTION DAY 12/20). HOWEVER, "R. CARIBE" AND ALL AFFILIATES OFF THE AIR FOR 24 HOURS (CMS) (HICN?)=-PVT)

1115 +Myst. THINK THIS IS A COLOMBIAN (CMS)

1163 +OMBQ HAVANA, CUBA NOTED 12/17, 12/31 (BN)

1170 +TG2 GUATEMALA CITY, GUATEMALA LOGGED 0145 12/25. MY ONLY CHRISTMAS DX AS CONDITIONS GENERALLY POOR. ID "RADIO Club." (CMS)

1200 +Myst/SS. LA STATION LOGGED 0326-0402 1/7, PERHAPS SOMEONE ELSE HEARD HIM AT THE SAME TIME. COMMERCIALS ON QUARTER-HOUR AND MAJORITY OF RECORDED SONGS BY SAME MALE VOCALIST. HELP? (HJUV); WHAT IS ID OF COLOMBIAN HERE AT 0300?(BV) (RFS SAYS HJAV MONTERIA IS HERE FROM 1225, SEE 1/12 ISSUE-6VT)

1260 +OMCI HAVANA, CUBA. ANOTHER CUBAN WHICH IS STRONG HERE WMG 0500 (BV)

1350 +WISA ISABELLA, PUERTO RICO SKEG IS 0300-2200, POWER 1000/500 WATTS, CAN USE 1kw AFTER 0400 LOCAL TIME AND THEY DO. SS VIS IS MIGUEL MEDINA, TRAFFIC MGR., AND EE VERIE SIGNER WM. C. REEVE, DOE, WAS AN CHRISTMAS (ERC)

1546 +Myst. Who is the Colombian station here? (CMS)

1556 +Myst, another mystery here during evening, but weak (CMS)

1575 +TJUG LIBERIA, COSTA RICA. FINALLY IDENTIFIED AT 1900 ON 12/18 AFTER A COUPLE OF YEARS OF TRYING. SLOGAN "LA VOZ DE GUANACASTE" (CMS)

1600 +Myst SS. ANY IDEA OF THIS SS EVERY EARLY Monday morning? (BV) (I STILL SAY WKM)

.. UNTIL SOMEONE ELSE COMES UP WITH SOMETHING NEW--PVT)
INTERNATIONAL PAGE 3

Vladivostok, U.S.S.R. 6-6, 8-7 0530 1/7 (HUJ)

Haeju, North Korea was 1/7 to 735 at 0635 1/7 (HUJ)

Khadarovsk, USSR LOGGED 115-254 1/7. This station was in F with 548 from 0500-0524. CUA-3BS/800 R INHAN RELOOYING, 548/602/1250 USE THE SAME

MOSCOW CHIME EVERY HALF HOUR: THEY RING IN SETS OF FOUR (HUJ)

4QG Townsville, Qld. AUSTRALIA completely in the clear 12/31 0430-0525 for a report (BV)

KORL Honolulu, Hawaii good here whenever WSM is off. 8-8 12/31 0300-0500, 8-6 on 1/6 0400 (BV)

JOAB Tokyo, Japan Loggable under Mexican 0640 1/7 (HUJ) (WASN'T IN OMBC HANK? PT)

Kula Honolulu, Hawaii good 12/31 0330-0430 well over WTX (BV)

JOIB Sapporo, Japan loud 0648 1/7 (HUJ)

KGU Honolulu, Hawaii nice signal 12/31 0440 (BV)

Pyongyang, North Korea S-6 steady 0535, 8-7 0603 1/7, with 625 0542 (HUJ)

JOBS Osaka, Japan S8-9 0542 1/7 (HUJ)

KAM Honolulu, Hawaii excellent S-9 signal 12/31 0330-0433 ss/off and weak 1/6 with classical mix to 0500 ss/off (BV)

MYST Chinese...Oops, Japanese on 1/7. Any ideas? (BV) (I had the Chinese here on 12/3 and am not sure if wasn't VOA BILL--PVY)

Kahu Waipahu, Hawaii easy 12/31 0400-0435 ss/off with "special service program of music" (BV); ss/off EE 0404 1/7, perfectly readable (LBJ)

HIGA Seoul, South Korea noted 12/10 with weak signals 0900, and S-5 really pouring on 1/7 (BV); 8-7 steady 0552, heard off and on all 1/7 (HUJ)

KTRG Honolulu, Hawaii. Finally got a good log on this one 12/31, all Japanese and off 0400 with "Aloha Oe" (BV)

1000+BED 22 Taipei, Taiwan (Formosa). Quite sure this Chinese station is BED 22. Very loud 0655 but I couldn't catch the ID 0700. Familiar programming (HUJ)

KHV Honolulu, Hawaii mixed with Radio Peking outlet, with Island music 1/6 0430, S-5 (BV)

Radio Peking outlet. Sure wish I knew where this one was. Doesn't program like "Radio Peking" stations, quite loud after 0703 1/7 (HUJ) (HANK, TH1B one and 1020 are used for International Service--PVY)

VOA Okinawa, Ryukyu Islands, EE ID heard 0630 1/11, then immediate fade, so possible antenna pattern change at that hour (LBJ)

Radio Moscow Far East Service, has news in EE 0630-0640. Logged 1/7 0615-0640 87-9, report off to Moscow (LL); S-8 0406 1/7, EE NX 0430-0447 when I lost him. Same as 548/629 on the ID's (HUJ)

KDHI Honolulu, Hawaii unbelievable signal S9+10 12/31 0300-0500 ss/off (BV)

JOKD Kitami/JORB Kochi, Japan. Heard with good signals 12/17 0500, sent report to NHK asking whether it is JORB or JOKD; very back for JORD (BV); believed to be the Jap here with time pips 0400 and immediate fade so no ID; program was discussion before 0400, will try next MM. This was on 1/7 (LBJ)

1420 ZAP Apia, W. Samoa almost a regular now, missed them only 2 nights in the past two weeks. Best 0330 to 0400 ss/off S-6 (BV)

AROUND THE WORLD

Alaska---Alaska network has 37 stations ranging from 10 to 1000 watts. Some of the more powerful ones are: Campion-Galena-570; Eielson AFB-790; Ft. Greeley-930; King Salmon-790; Kodiak Naval Station-960; Nome-590. Nome is 1 kw, others 250w (CHF) KIFW Sitka edd 1000-0300 Mon-Sat and 1200-0300 Sun. (PVY)

Denmark---Radio Denmark has started a "Melody Radio" like the Swedish Melody Radio. Denmark closes 1300 on both 1060/1430kcs (BE)

Germany, West---Genderfries-Berlin-560kHz very strong now, must be up to 100kw (RP)

Spain---RNE Madrid-554 has been ping for several nights lately with shows "Collecting Money" programs in SS. Heard 12/26 with tremendous signal (3/E)

Spitsbergen (Svalbard)---Longyearbyen-1466 heard with own program 12/28 around 0900. Very weak, 1 kw. Most of the time it relays Radio Oslo. Most Norwegian stations sign-off 0800-1000 and during this period this station can be heard (BAE) (Some of you lads should look this one up on a map-PVY)

Uguguay---C446s. Tucarembo-5kw (1400KHz) is now CX140. Apparently, calls in this country are being changed so as to include frequency designation in the letters, like Chile (CB106-1060KHz) (NZDXT) (No NABR list on this yet-PVY)
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BENG ERIKSON of Linnegatan 4, Skara, Sweden, tells us that Swedish DXers were disturbed to find that Radio Sweden planned to run its stations all night; however, they decided to use FM, so no problems with DX! Bengt has also reported CFCB-570 Corner Brook, N.F., heard 3000 1/6 with a good signal for about an hour. Also on 1/6, he heard CHML/EE and CKBR/MM mixed in with Shensi, China (this would be fun listening to! - PVT). Bengt also tells us that JSR-510 Japan still starts tests as early as 1900 with interval signal and a cycle tone. It has good strength, and starts programs at 1930. Also heard has been Hufnport, Inner Mongolia on 1300 on 1/3 1300 with signals in Mongolian and other dialects. Poor signal. He has also heard WJKR coming in with wonderful good music programs. Bengt tells of a very enjoyable holiday season, and of the fact that he will be visiting another town in Sweden for two weeks to check a new factory. Also, Bengt will be visiting the Aswan Dam in Egypt on February 24, and has promised to check reception in that area and let us know what he heard. Should be interesting. (Thanks Bengt for the above and for your other fine contributions in the IDOX.)

ROY PATRICK, at 5 Sidney Street, Derby, England, has also been busy at the dial. He has heard Cairo in Arabia on 620, 1430, parallel to 665; Beirut-636 in Arabic 1400; CB-1070 around 1130; Radio Americas 1930; Radio Glodeo-1130 Rio de Janeiro at 2000; CPS-1430 Berlin with English 1700, S/OFF 1715; Radio Antwerp-1492 with plenty of QRM; Poland-1902 with English at 1630; and Radio Veronica-1562 1000 with 1900 S/OFF normally, but have been noted on later. Roy has also heard the Faroe Islands on 564, or at least indicated that reports from Denmark indicate its new frequency. (Thank you Roy and best to you in 1963.)

LARS RYDEN of Smedvagn 12, Kallhall, Sweden has kindly sent several fine booklets on Sweden and one about the new Motala 600kw LW transmitter, plus a picture of his apartment building, and one of himself at the controls of the Collins 51J4. Lars is a student at the Stockholm School of Economics and will have his Masters next month. Lars has also sent an IDNX program schedule, along with many fine reports. These are just three of our fine friends abroad who are kind enough to keep us up to date on reception conditions in their areas, despite the fact that four or five-week delivery on the DX NEWS limits its usefulness to them. Thank you gentlemen.

In another entirely different area, I would appreciate it if a very few of you would discontinue pumping your friendly IDNX editor as to which side are you on? In the current disagreement or whatever you want to call it. The Club is hardly approaching a crisis, and some of the "Musings" on the subject leave a bit to be desired as far as being representative of NRC membership is concerned. There are apparently some fine points of contention, but I do not think they are of sufficient magnitude to upset the Club's operation at this time. I am frankly satisfied that Ray has acted in the best interests of the Club. No one is perfect. At the same time, Pop has given "Notice" so to speak and I find it gratifying that our Denver members are interested enough to volunteer. I do think the timing is inappropriate though. Time will tell. I realize I deserve severe censure for usurping this space for editorial purposes, but (1) I will never catch up on all the correspondence I have piled up in front of me and (2) you should be sending in enough reports to fill four pages already! 73.

Contributors: (LL)Len Lockwood, 310 N. Lilly Road, Olympia, Wash.; (CM)Jim Standbury, 11, Box 218, Crystal Beach, Ontario; (BH)Bill Willis, 4125 Resnadel Avenue, La Crescenta, California; (HJ)Henry J. Wilkinson Jr., 6620 Beeman Avenue, North Hollywood California; (ER)Ernest R. Cooper, 436 E. 21 Street, Brooklyn 20, N. Y. (Currently heard on the LP album, "My Son, the Dyer" - DLG)Larry B. Godwin, Box 165, Boulder, Colorado; (CHF)Clarence H. Freeman, P.O. Box 12, Buxton, California; (BL)Ben Dangerfield, 202 Governor's Drive, Dporto Estates, Chester P.O., Pa.; (BAE)Bengt A. Erikson, Linnagan 4, Skara, Sweden; (J)Jim Ernst, Mahone Bay, N.S.; Bill Stone (BB), Box 543, Stouffville, Ont.; (RP)Roy Patrick, 5 Sidney St., Derby, England; and the NZDXT. 73.